=bdbdgvorigin1984===20==Jafo:
=Star Trek: Apache - Episode #5
Week # 4
Mission: "Into the Lion's Den"
==20
Jafo:
===20The USS Apache had entered the Federation/Cardassian Demilitarized Zone =to attempt to rescue survivors of the Brekate explosion. They were only =able to retrieve two people from the site. All others had perished.
==20
Jafo:
=Upon arrival aboard the Apache, the adult survivor suffered =severe trauma from her injuries and died. The second survivor, a young =female, by the name of Sonya=20Davore, is the sole survivor of the Brekate Incident.
==20
Jafo:
=The Apache has returned to Federation space and to her =original patrol.
==20
Jafo:
=<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week 4 >>>>>>>>>>
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::leaves his desk and heads for the door … leaves his =quarters for the nearest TL::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::maintaining course and speed as ordered, monitoring =proximity scanners::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=@::At Shuttle Controls::
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=::just arriving on duty...taking OPS for the first time::
==20
CSO_Storal:
=::at Science one monitoring sensors::
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=:: In quarters preparing to return to the bridge::
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=::walking the corridors performing her rounds::
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::enters TL:: TL: Bridge
==20
CEO_Toros has been made a speaker
=20
EO_Edgemoor:
=@TO: Will this be your first time on the Apache?
==20
SO_Yeung:
=::in Stellar Cartography, downloading data from probe::
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: waking up in her office, after a 30-minute nap. ::
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: opens the door to his quarters from the inside and =examines the corridor ::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=*CIV*: Captain to Ambassador Mackenzie, meet me in my ready =room.
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=::begins familiarizing himself on important key placing::
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=::in her office, going over the events of the last few hours =in her mind::
==20
CTO_Lu:
=::sits at his console::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=@EO: Yeah it will be. How was leave?
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=*CO*: On my way Captain
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::exits TL as the doors open to the bridge::
==20
MO_Powers:
=:: in sickbay checking on patients::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=FCO:  You have the bridge ::walks to the ready room::
==20
CTO_Lu:
=::looks at Ensign Drathlai::
==20
CTO_Lu:
=OPS: Like your new seat Ensign?
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=:: leaves quarters and heads to TL:: TL: Bridge
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::nods to CO::
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: looks at the chronometer and counts to self :: Self: 10 =... 9..... 8......7......6.....5.....4....3....2...
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: takes his cane to his side and exits his quarters in work =uniform staggering to the TL :: TL: Engineering.
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=::smiles::  CTO:  Yes, of course, sir.  Glad to join the =circle...
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=@TO: Oh she's a wonderful ship, with a great crew, I hope =you're ready for the adventure of a lifetime. Leave was refreshing thank =you.
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=self: 1..... :: pauses and waits for the CEO's hourly com. ::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=XO : Commander. I believe the bridge is yours.
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::takes his seat:: Bridge Crew: Status Report
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=:: arrives at bridge and heads to CO's ready room::
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::nods to FCO::
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=::decides to walk down to sickbay.::
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: staggers out of the TL and enters Main Engineering into =his office ::
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=::stops briefly at a corridor console and does a few checks::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=::sits down behind the desk and looks over the reports that =have been received::
==20
CTO_Lu:
=::scans area for hostile ships::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=@EO: ::smiles:: I am an Engineer by trade. I am sure I will =be working with you  in the near future
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: waits, and counts again.... and still hears nothing. ::
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=::walks down to sickbay and enters::
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=::begins monitoring Cardassian messages; looking for =references to Brekate or USS Apache::
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=:: knocks on CO's ready room door :: *CO*: Ensign MacKenzie =reporting
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=XO : We are maintaining Patrol Route Alpha as ordered, sir. =Current speed is warp 5 on course 157 mark 6.
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=self: Maybe he decided to go to sleep after all... :: smiles =::
==20
CSO_Storal:
=XO: Sensors are fully operational. Proceeding with scans.
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=*CIV*: Please, come in.
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=@TO: I look forward to it.
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: takes a seat in his luxury chair and goes over some =reports remembering what he has to do ::
==20
XO_Valrek:
=FCO: Very good.
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=:: Enters Ready room :: CO: Captain you wished to see me?
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=::motions to a chair:: CIV:  Please sit down. =20
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: thinks of alternative reasons, and starts to get worried. =:: *CEO*: Lt. Asadourian....
==20
XO_Valrek:
=CSO: Anything in the vicinity that we should be aware of?
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=:: sits in chair :: CO: thank you
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: suddenly gets terrified of the CMO's voice over the Com :: =*CMO*: Yes ... Yes, Doctor?
==20
Jafo:
=ACTION: Sensors report Reklar is about 20 minutes from the =Apache's position.
==20
SO_Yeung:
=::begins analyzing data from the probe::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=@::Drops the Shuttle out of Warp:: *COM: USS Apache This is =the Shuttle Andromeda. Request Permission to dock.*
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::looks to the others for their reports::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=CIV:  Yes, the Cardassian ship Reklar is on an intercept =course.  I feel sure that they will confront us as to our reasons for =violating the treaty.
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::monitoring input from SCI and TAC and making course =corrections::
==20
CSO_Storal:
=XO: Sir I have the Reklar on sensors
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: sighs with relief :: *CEO*: You forgot your hourly =call..... :: laughs :: Where are you?
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::sits up a bit at mention of the Reklar::
==20
CTO_Lu:
=XO: tracking the Reklar.
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=@Glinn_Brakash: ETA to interception of the Apache?
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=XO:  Sir, the shuttle carrying our new EO and TO just asked =for permission to dock.
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: taps on a few of his panels hiding his Com badge signature =to his whereabouts :: *CMO*: Nowhere Doctor.
==20
XO_Valrek:
=CSO: What do sensors show for the Reklar?
==20
CTO_Lu:
=::keeps the Reklar painted on the sensors::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=CIV:  Then there is the situation with the girl.  From what I =understand about Cardassian culture, I don't know that I wish to release =her, then there is her mother's last words.
==20
XO_Valrek:
=OPS: Give them permission to dock
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=::looks around sickbay at the surroundings::
==20
Glinn_Brakash:
=@Gul: 20 minutes sir
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: gets on his cane and starts to stagger out the door and =into the corridors :: *CMO*: Why do you ask?
==20
CTO_Lu:
=::brings shields on standby::
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=CO: I'm sure that they will upset with our actions however I =believe we were justified. Yes the little girl is my concern also.
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=@Glinn_Brakash: Maintain current speed
==20
CSO_Storal:
=XO: the Reklar will intercept in 20 minutes
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=@:: mans his console as they prepare to dock with the apache =::
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=COM:  Shuttle Andromeda:  Permission granted...cleared to =dock at shuttle bay two...
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=CO: May I ask what the mother’s last words were?
==20
TO_Lowell:
=@ COM: Apache: Roger...
==20
Glinn_Brakash:
=@Gul: yes sir
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::lays in escape and evasion options then attack vectors and =prays none of the above will be used::
==20
XO_Valrek:
=CTO: Has the Reklar powered weapons or shields?
==20
TO_Lowell:
=@::Docks the shuttle with careful precision::
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=*CEO*: No reason... you just...... :: sees Sonja and CNS :: =Oy..... Toros.. I'll get back to you.... And be sure to REST.. not =Work.... and don't make me make that an order.
==20
CTO_Lu:
=XO: Negative sir.
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=::smiles at response::
==20
Jafo:
=ACTION: The Shuttle Andromeda, carrying the EO and the TO, =docks in shuttlebay two.
==20
XO_Valrek:
=CTO: Very good. Let me know the second they do.
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=CIV: "Don't let them take her back"  I believe is what Dr. =Quest told me.
==20
CTO_Lu:
=XO: aye sir.
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=::holds the Counselor's hand::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=::Shuts down the shuttles systems::
==20
CEO-Backup has been made a speaker
=20
OPS_Drathlai:
=::continues monitoring Cardassian messages::
==20
MO_Powers has been made a speaker
=20
TO_Lowell:
=EO: Lets report to the Bridge
==20
CSO_Storal:
=::begins to tense up, cracks his neck to loosen up::
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: goes over Sonja and the CNS :: CNS/Sonja: Hello..... :: =shakes her head :: Sorry about the delay.... :: smiles at Sonja ::
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=@ :: assists the TO with docking procedures and finally =brings the systems offline once docked ::
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=CO: That could be a problem. Have we been able to find from =the child if her father was on the station?
==20
CTO_Lu:
=::monitors the status of the Reklar::
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=::looks up at the CMO and hides behind the Counselor's leg::
==20
CEO_Toros:
=*CMO*: Aye Doc, Toros Out. :: activates the panel inside the =TL to re-engage his Com badge locator within the core and Sends the TL =towards the Bridge ::
==20
CTO_Lu:
=::conducts a continuous scan of the area::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=CIV:  I haven't spoken to the child yet, I believe she is =with Counselor Naegle in sickbay.
==20
CTO_Lu:
=::activates passive scanners::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::looks for planets to use as cover in case there is need for =it::
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=TO_Lowell: Sounds like I plan :: gets up and exits the =shuttle and leads the TO into the corridor ::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=::Walks to nearest TL and waits for the EO to join him::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=TL: Bridge ::when the EO enters::
==20
XO_Valrek:
=CSO: Any other ships in the area, besides the Reklar? Either =Federation or Cardassian?
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: staggers onto the bridge with his cane by his right side =supporting him :: All: Where's the Captain, I need to see the Captain!
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=CNS: Nice to see you.... Sonja: Nice to see you again... :: =pauses ::
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=CO: I think we need to find out how the child feels about =returning to Cardassia and also what she knows of her family situation. =Perhaps the Counselor could ask her?
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::listens to the SCI and TAC info intently::
==20
CTO_Lu:
=::looks at his console::
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=CEO:  Why, sir?  Is there a problem?
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=CMO:  Good to see you doctor.
==20
CTO_Lu:
=XO: negative sir!
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=:: enters the TL ::
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: realizes that there are many people on the bridge giving =him funny looks he straightens up :: OPS: No, not at all Ensign, Do you =know where she is?
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::looks to the CTO:: CTO: Very well.
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: waits for the counselor to tell her what she needs::
==20
Glinn_Brakash:
=@Gul: we are now 8 minutes away from the Federation ship
==20
CTO_Lu:
=EO: Welcome back Lt. Edgemoor.
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=::nods::*CNS*: Counselor, do you have a moment?
==20
SO_Yeung:
=::continues deciphering probe data::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=::TL arrives on the Bridge and Craig disembarks::
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=::thinks for a second::  CEO:  I believe in her ready room =with Ensign MacKenzie...
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=::heads for the observation lounge to check on activity check =in::
==20
CSO_Storal:
=XO: Besides the Greenland, we are the only two, sir
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=@Gul: 8 minutes to intercept
==20
CEO_Toros:
=OPS: Thank you, do you know if she is busy?
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::rises to greet the EO and TO:: Gentlemen, welcome aboard.
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::nods to the CSO:: CSO: Thank you.
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=CIV: If the girl is even opening up to the counselor at all.
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=*CO*:  Yes, Captain, How can I help you?
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=@Glinn_Brakash:: continue course and speed Glinn_Dorchel: =prepare to open a channel to the Apache
==20
TO_Lowell:
=::Comes to attention:: XO: Ensign Craig Lowell reporting for =duty, sir
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=EO : Good to see you again, John.
==20
CTO_Lu:
=::stands up::
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=CEO:  I would assume so...she has been in there for a =while...
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: nods to OPS and turns to see his new crewmembers smiling =:: EO: Lt. Edgemoor :) Welcome aboard.
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=::examines a tray of medical tools that is sitting out in the =open::
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=:: steps on the bridge and starts to walk towards OPS =console, but stops short ::
==20
CTO_Lu:
=EO: welcome back Mr. Edgemoor
==20
CSO_Storal:
=XO: Sir the Greenland is about 7 hours out.
==20
Glinn_Brakash:
=@Gul: yes sir, maintaining speed for intercept
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::returns to station and keeps a sharp eye on navigational =scans::
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=CO: As the child’s mother has died on board the =Apache, I'm concerned that she may have confused image of her rescuers.
==20
MO_Powers:
=CMO: Is there anything you want me to do?
==20
XO_Valrek:
=CSO: Thank you for the update. Keep me posted of any changes.
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=::looks over at EO kind of confused::  EO:  Do you need =something, sir?
==20
CTO_Lu:
=TO: Welcome aboard Ensign. ::extends his hand::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=*CNS*: Have you been able to speak with the child?  Does she =have family on Cardassia?  Or were her parents both on the station?
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: watches Sonja from the corner of her eyes ::
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: turns towards the EO and staggers towards him offering his =hand :: EO: Welcome Home ....
==20
CSO_Storal:
=XO: Aye, aye
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=::picks up a medical tricorder and starts pressing buttons::
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: looks around :: MO: Perhaps check the status of our other =patients?
==20
TO_Lowell:
=::Shakes the CTO's Hand:: CTO: thank you, sir
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=@Gul: Channel open
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=::nods:: CIV:  It's quite possible... and understandable.
==20
Bo has been made a host
=20
EO_Edgemoor:
=:: turns to the XO and hopes he is noticed ::
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: sees Sonja :: Sonja: Sweetie... Don't... :: pauses and =gets an inspiration :: Do you know what this does?
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=@COMM: Apache : This is Gul_Malacha of the CW Reklar, I'd =like to speak to your captain
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=**************************: Pause Mission =***************************
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=*CO*:  I'm with the child now in Sickbay, Captain.
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=XO:  Sir, Reklar is contacting us...they are asking for the =Captain, should I try get her in here?
==20
MO_Powers:
=CMO: the records of every patient in sickbay , all checked on =earlier. ::hands Jerni a pad::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=*CNS*: Speak with her Counselor and see what she can tell you =about her family.
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=::enters the observation lounge and sees that it is =practically empty.....checks in at a console and heads out again::
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=CO: Understandable yes. Still if she has any anger towards us =it could make it more difficult.
==20
TO_Lowell:
=XO: Sir, do I need to report to the Captain?
==20
XO_Valrek:
=OPS: Let the Captain know
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: looks to the EO and then to his hand and he lowers it :: =EO: Mr. Edgemoor?
==20
XO_Valrek:
=TO: No, just to the CTO
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=*CO*: Aye, Captain ::turns to Sonja::
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=::plays with the buttons on the tricorder scanning her leg::
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: takes the PADD while keeping an eye on Sonja :: MO: Thank =you....
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=@::Looks over at Glinn_Brakash and Glinn_Dorchel:: any =response yet?
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=@::Scans the Apache from stem to stern::
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=XO:  Yes sir.  ::punches some buttons::  *CO*:  Captain, the =Reklar is contacting us, asking for you, sir
==20
TO_Lowell:
=XO: thank you, sir. Glad to be aboard
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=CIV: I think we will have to wait and see what the counselor =is able to find out.
==20
Glinn_Brakash:
=@Gul: none yet
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: tucks the PADD under her arm :: Sonja: DO you know what =this thing is?  :: smiles ::
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=Sonja: Hi, Sonja.  How are you doing now?
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=XO: the Reklar is scanning us...
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=@Glinn_Dorchel: Com them again
==20
XO_Valrek:
=TO: Take Tactical for now.
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=*OPS*: Understood, I'm on my way. =20
==20
CSO_Storal:
=::Scans the Reklar::
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=MO: Could you please download and update the computer with =this information?:: hands the PADD back to him. ::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=::mans the Tac station::
==20
XO_Valrek:
=FCO: Very well.
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=CEO: Why hello again, sir, good to see you. I'm our new EO, =reporting for duty.
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=@Gul: They have not powered weapons Gul.
==20
Jafo:
=ACTION: The Reklar comes on station and pulls parallel to =Apache following her patrol route with her.
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=CO: If the little girl is no indeed an orphan, and taking =into consideration the Mothers request. Where do we stand in offering =her asylum
==20
MO_Powers:
=CMO: yes sir
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=CIV:  I think it's time to return to the bridge.  ::stands =and walks onto the bridge::
==20
Glinn_Brakash:
=@Gul: they are scanning us
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: nods and offers his hand again :: EO: Welcome Home John.
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=@Glinn_Dorchel: good. keep a watch
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=Sonja:  Could you tell me about your family?
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=::does a routine diagnostic on weapons caches::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=XO : Flight is ready and triple-manned, as is auxiliary =control, sir. Awaiting orders.
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=@Gul: Yes Sir
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=CO: Yes Sir. :: follows CO onto the bridge::
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=COMM:  CWS Reklar:  The Captain is inbound to our =bridge...please hold...
==20
TO_Lowell:
=XO: shall I raise Shields?
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=:: shakes his new bosses hand :: CEO: glad to be hear sir!
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=@Glinn_Brakash: as they should , we are also scanning them... =be alert
==20
XO_Valrek:
=FCO: Maintain course.
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=OPS:  On Screen   COM: Reklar: I am Captain Tyler of the USS =Apache.
==20
XO_Valrek:
=TO: No, not yet
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=::puts it on screen::
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: smiles :: EO: Let's get down to engineering, it looks like =they're busy up here.
==20
Glinn_Brakash:
=@Gul: yes sir
==20
TO_Lowell:
=XO: Aye sir
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=@::Listens very carefully::
==20
MO_Powers:
=::walks to computer and starts to download::
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=::shrugs:: CNS: What about them?
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: shows Sonja what the medical tricorder does. :: Sonja: =see.. this tells you your heart rate....
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::readies evasive and tunes thrusters to jet to port or =starboard on no notice, locks down inertial dampers just in case::
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=::makes a few adjustments refining the signal::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=@COM: Apache: This is Gul_Malacha of the CWS Reklar. We would =like to discuss the events of the Brekate station
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: takes the tricorder out of her hand, and then hides it =behind her back. ::
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=::loses interest in the tricorder as the Doctor shows it to =her::
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=CEO: Aren't they always? :: heads with the Chief ::
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=CNS/Sonja: I'll leave the two of you alone....
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: enters the TL staggering with his Cane and eyeing the =bridge as the TL doors hiss close :: TL: Main Engineering.
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: takes the nearby equipment as well, and hides them. ::
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=::checks one of the weapons lockers in the hall and sees some =of the phaser rifles are not fully charged::
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=Sonja: Well, ::struggles for words:: Where do they live?
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=@::waits for a response::
==20
Glinn_Brakash:
=@::maintaining speed::
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=@::Readies targeting scanners but does not power disrupters::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=::faces the screen as she speaks::  COM: Gul Malacha: Of =course, this is expected.  You are welcome to come aboard, and any =questions you have will be answered.
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=CNS: Perhaps... perhaps you can get Ens. Jamieson ...?  I =heard that she's quite good with children.
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: exits the TL as it arrives on Deck 13 and begins walking =down the corridor :: EO: So John, How have you been?
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=::mutters something about not charging weapons upon return to =the locker....places them on full charge and makes a mental note to =check on them in an hour::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::creates thoron shadows in the torpedo bays to make things =difficult to scan::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=@COMM: Captain we are approximately 5 minute from your =location.  I request you hold your position till we arrive and I gladly =accept your invitation to come aboard
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=:: and so it begins ::
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=::turns to CMO::  CMO:  That might be a good idea, but then =again, another stranger?
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=COM: Malacha: We await your arrival =20
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=:: swallows hard when the Cardassians accept coming onto the =ship::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::raises eyebrow at the Gul's impertinent remark::
==20
CSO_Storal:
=self: Look who’s coming to dinner...
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: looks at Sonja then back to the counselor :: CNS: It is =your call, ma'am.
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=FCO:  Hold position here.  OPS:  Close channel.
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=::makes a few notes on her data PADD and heads for the bridge =to check the lockers there::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::overhears the CO and anticipates the All-stop order::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=::Walks to CO:: CO: Ensign Lowell Reporting for Duty Captain
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=@Glinn_Dorchel: close channel
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=CO:  Yes sir, ::closes channel::  Channel closed.
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=@Gul: Yes Sir
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=::smiles warmly at CMO:: CMO:  I know you meant well, Doctor.
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=CEO: After I helped Anne through rehab. I took some time to =take more classes at the Academy. I felt old there, but it was good =stuff
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=CO : Aye, Captain. We are at station-keeping with evasive =maneuvers laid in and all stations at alert status...unofficially, of =course.
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=::returns to monitoring Cardassian Messages::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=TO:  Welcome aboard Ens. Lowell.  Chief Lu will have your =assignment.
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=::turns to Sonja:: Sonya: So where did you live?
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=::goes behind the bio-bed and starts playing with the =controls for the wall monitor::
==20
CEO_Toros:
=EO: What kind of courses? :: continues to walk into =engineering and enters his office ::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=CO: thank you ma'am
==20
MO_Powers:
=:: finishes downloading::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=FCO: Excellent Commander
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=CNS: On Brekate ...
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::looks over to the TO, and shakes his head::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=~~~~CO : Well, T'H'yla, I think we have ... interesting times =ahead...~~~~
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=@Glinn_Brakash, Glinn_Dorchel: prepare to beam too the Apache
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: nods :: CNS: Then ... I will … umm ... leave the two of =you alone... :: looks over at her office, and is glad that it's some =what in order:: CNS: Please, feel free to use my office if you need it...
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=::follows Sonja::  Sonja:  And your family, how many were =there?
==20
Jafo:
=ACTION: The Cardassians indicate they are ready to beam =aboard ....
==20
Glinn_Brakash:
=@Gul: yes sir ::prepares himself::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=::returns to Tac station::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=XO:  Commander, this may be difficult...
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=@::Checks disrupter and moves to transport::
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=CO:  Cardassians are ready to come aboard, sir.
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=::enters the bridge and begins running scans on the weapons =lockers::
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::stands from his seat:: CO: Yes, sir
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=@:;stands ready to be beamed aboard:
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=CO/XO: We have matched Vectors for transport.
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=~~~~ FCO:  I agree, I know many of our crew will be =uncomfortable with this. ~~~~
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: sits down on his chair and lets out a sigh of relief and =gets to work on a PADD, preparing duties for his new EO ::
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=@Stands to Gul’s right::
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=MO: I'm going to do rounds.... You're in charge while I'm =gone..... :: smirks ::
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::nods to FCO::
==20
Glinn_Brakash:
=@:: stands on the left ::
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=CEO: Journalism and Writing Sir.
==20
MO_Powers:
=CMO: yes sir
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: takes a tricorder and leaves sickbay ::
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=::sees that all the lockers check out and heads for her =station::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=~~~~CO: Like me, for instance. At least take some precautions =regarding their weapons.~~~~
==20
TO_Lowell:
=*SEC*: Security to Transporter room 1
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=::stands:: OPS:  Transport them to the conference lounge.  =::walks to the lounge:: XO/CIV:  If you would accompany me.
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=*TO*: On my way
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::nods to the Captain, and follows her::
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=::quickly heads for the turbo lift and transporter room 1::
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=COMM:  CWS Reklar:  Transport to these coordinates...it is =our conference lounge...
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=TL: TR1....
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=CO: Aye Sir :: follows CO & XO to conference lounge ::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=COMM: Apache: understood
==20
TO_Lowell:
=*SEC*: Never mind, the Captain is using a Direct Beam, Sorry
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: heads for the TL :: TL: Deck 10.
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=*Com Apache*: The great warrior Gul_Malacha is ready to =transport
==20
CEO_Toros:
=EO: Fascinating, are you going to write a report on =Engineering Efficiency? :: smiles warmly and hands him the PADD :: EO: =Here are your duties, and any other information you should need.  You are being promoted to my Senior Engineering Officer due =to your outstanding service record, and a few other reasons.  You will =find everything you need on this here PADD.
=20
==20
Jafo:
=ACTION: The Cardassians are beamed off their transporter Pad =directly to the Conference Lounge on Deck 2.
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::rises and takes the command chair as the CO and XO leave::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=@::beams :::
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=*TO*: Acknowledged...Do you need me there?
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=CTO:  Sir, shouldn't we send security to the Conference =lounge?
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=~~~~FCO: We will be careful ~~~~
==20
TO_Lowell:
=*SEC*: you might want to join her in the Conference Lounge
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=:: enters TL ::
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=*TO*: Acknowledged.
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=::enters the TL with XO and CIV:: TL: Deck two
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: arrives at Deck 10, and begins to do "house calls"... ::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=<FCO_V`Taran> ::takes helm from the Commander::
==20
XO_Valrek:
=CO: I don't think we will have too much trouble.
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=::walks away from Sonja for a moment::
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=CNS: Just me and my mother...
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=TL; Conference room
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=::leaves the TL and enters the conference room::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=::walks to the conference lounge and enters:: XO: No, I =believe they will listen to our reasons for entering their DMZ, there =should be no problems.
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=CEO: I don't know yet, aside from my own duties I have a =higher concern to get news of the Cardassian front back to the citizens =of the Federation.
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=::Brings disrupter to bear as soon as transport complete::
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=:: enters Conference lounge, sighting the two Cardassians ::
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=Sonja:  I'm sorry to hear that, Sonja.  Can I do anything to =help?
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::motions to Glinn_Dorchel to holster his weapon::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=CSO_Storal_:_ ::whispered:: Can we take weapons pre-locks =without them being detected?
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::follows the CO into the conference lounge and takes his =place::
==20
MO_Powers:
=:: checks round sickbay for anything wrong like a tricorder =out of place, as he knows if it is like that when Jerni gets back there =will be trouble::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=FCO: Sir, under the circumstances should we quietly alert the =crew that we might soon go to a higher alert state?
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::looks at the Captain: my apologies captain. my associate =sometimes forgets we are now allies
==20
CEO_Toros:
=EO: Just make sure I get the best of what you can offer, and I know that is quite a bit.  :: rises from his chair :: =EO: Accompany me back to the bridge, I want to run a few scans on the =Engineering Bay, as well as look for the Captain.
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=::Steps back with a grimace::
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::nods in respect for the Cardassians ranks::
==20
CSO_Storal:
=FCO: ::grins:; Ill see if I can.
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::glares at Glinn_Dorchel for a moment before turning =attention back to the Captain::
==20
Glinn_Brakash:
=Gul: :: whispers:: be careful, the Federation may have =Federation tricks planned
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=TO : Hold that Thought, Mister Lowell. Let's cross that =bridge if we come to it.
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: checks the listing on her PADD :: self:  1050... 1050... =here it is.... :: rings the chimes ::
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=::smiles at the Cardassians ::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::whispers:: I am well aware of federation tricks =Glinn_Brakash...just stay alert
==20
TO_Lowell:
=FCO: Aye, sir
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=CSO_Storal: Careful. Mask it, and don't use it unless we have =to.
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::waits for the CO to speak first::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=Captain: I would like to discuss your ships violation of the =DMZ
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=::stays near the Conference room doors watching the =Cardassians::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=::walks to the table:: Malacha/Glinn_Dorchel: Welcome aboard. =  Malacha: It's understandable, Gul Malacha.  This is my first officer =Commander Valrek, and Ambassador MacKenzie.
==20
CSO_Storal:
=FCO: will do
==20
TO_Lowell:
=::Scans the Cardassian ship for evidence of an impending =attack::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=Captain: ::nods to Valrek and Mackenzie::
==20
Glinn_Brakash:
=:: keeps alert by surveying the room ::
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=::Nods to all::
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=CEO: Though I am sure you mean well sir, but wouldn't =engineering diagnostics be best preformed in engineering, sir?
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=Gul Malacha: It's an honor to meet you
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: hears no one :: self: hum... must be out or something.... =next..... 1075... 1075.... :: mutters the number as she finds the room. =::
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=::enters report for captain into PADD::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=TO : Stay sharp, son.
==20
TO_Lowell:
=::Scans Cardassian ship for power irregularities::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::Nods respectfully to  Mackenzie::=20
==20
TO_Lowell:
=FCO: aye, sir
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::waits for the captain’s reply::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=Malacha: We expected this, and we did attempt to go through =proper channels first. =20
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=Sonja:  Have we made things comfortable for you , Sonja?
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: staggers towards the door with his cane for support :: EO: =Very well, stay here and be my liaison to Engineering.  I will be on the bridge. =:: exits his office and slowly makes his way towards the corridor ::
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: can't find 1075 :: self: Must have written the wrong =number.... :: writes herself a note to double check the room number. ::  =Next.... the Mess Hall....
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=::nods absentmindedly:: CNS: Yes ... I suppose ....
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=Captain: we request your account of events including any =senor logs you have
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=::Makes a sound of disbelief::
==20
CSO_Storal:
=FCO: Negative sir they'd know of we tried
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::looks over to Glinn_Dorchel::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::looks over at Glinn_Dorchel and back to the captain::
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=::looks concerned:: Sonja:  Is there anything we can do to =make it more comfortable for you?
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=CSO : Belay the idea, then. Stay on top of the sensory. I =don't know if I trust Reklar as far as I can spit.
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=Captain: we need to follow procedure.. I have people to =answer to also
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=::looks to Alex:: XO: Commander, would see that they get the =data they request.   ::glances at Glinn_Dorchel and back to Malacha::=20
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=CEO: Let me know what you want run as far as scans gone when =you get to the bridge I guess, thanks.
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=::shrugs at the Counselor:: CNS: Depends ... can you bring my =mom back?
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=Captain: were there any survivors?
==20
XO_Valrek:
=CO: It would be a pleasure, Sir
==20
CSO_Storal:
=FCO: ::Cracks his neck again:: That far huh  ::chuckles::
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: nods and shakes his hand as he exits Main Engineering and =enters a TL :: TL: Bridge.
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: enter in to the Mess Hall :: ALL: Hey!  I heard the food =here is better than up there... :: points up. ::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=::nods respectively:: Malacha:  We entered the DMZ to give =aid as we were the closest ship.
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=Malacha: Yes, we have one survivor on board. =20
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=TO : Mister Lowell, Are you aware of the Apache tradition of =how we welcome new officers aboard?
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=::looks dejected:: Sonja: No, honey, I'm sorry, I can't bring =her back.  Believe me, I wish I could.  So you have no other family?
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::winks at CSO::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=Captain: I understand your first impulse to assist .....but =there is still the issue of your violation...::raises an eyebrow:: one?
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=CNS: No ... my family was not very close.
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=:: Observes the Cardassians, the Gul is a least trying to be =understanding, and the Glinn is having difficulty hiding his distrust ::
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: stumbles onto the bridge as he straightens himself with =his cane ::
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=:: as soon as the Chief is in the TL he goes skipping in =circles around the center ring a couple times happy to be home ::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=Captain: where is the survivor?
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::frowns at the word "violation"::
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=::eyes the Cardassians distrustfully::
==20
CSO_Storal:
=:: sees CEO enter and chuckles::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=::Looks at Configuration of Escape pods::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::rises and turns to see CEO come on to the bridge::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::keeps eyes peeled and feels the mistrust that permeates the =room ::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=FCO: No, sir
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=Malacha: Initial readings after the explosion indicated 6 =survivors.  When we arrived there were only two living and one of those =in critical condition.
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=:: nods :: Sonja:  Why don't we go into the office?  ::leads =the way::
==20
CEO_Toros:
=All: At ease everyone, at ease. ::smiles and chuckles a bit =as he staggers towards the FCO and the XO seat ::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=Malacha:  She is with our ships counselor.
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=Gul: The survivors must be returned to us
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=:: wonders how the CNS is going with the little girl ::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::glances at CSO knowingly:: TO: Well then, Mister Lowell, =you simply MUST join us in the lounge later. ::grins::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=Captain: and this one survivor... ..
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: slips into a seat. :: ALL: So.. what do you recommend... ?  Say, do you know =someone by the name of... :: looks at her PADD :: Crewman Skucta ,... =that is supposed to live on this deck?
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::glares at Glinn_Dorchel and his quick mouth and short =brain::
==20
CSO_Storal:
=:: glances at FCO:: TO: Yes you must.
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::tries to keep the situation 'diplomatic"::
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=::follows behind her::
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::keeps his tolerance of the situation and the words used::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=FCO: Is there something I should know sir?
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=Malacha: A young girl, approximately 12 years old.
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=Captain : Cardassian child?=20
==20
CEO_Toros:
=FCO: Commander Turnbull, How are you sir? Have I interrupted =something? :: stands as best as he can at attention with his cane ::
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=::intercepts a message that orders an attack on a federation =SB; then realizes it is several years old::  self:  Shoot, got to stop =scaring myself
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=TO : Nothing that I won't tell you ahead of time, son. Do you =play cards?
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=Malacha: Yes, she is.
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=::sits down in Jerni's chair in the office:: Sonja:  You say =your family is not very close, but there are others, aren't there?
==20
TO_Lowell:
=FCO: Only Euchre sir
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=Captain: the mother? the father?=20
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=CEO : We have a bit of a situation here at present Chief. Is =there anything wrong?
==20
Glinn_Brakash:
=::keeps a watchful eye on the Federation Officers::
==20
CEO_Toros:
=FCO: I would most like to speak to the Captain, Is she =available?
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=CNS: Not any that I am aware of ... my moth .... well, I =really did not pay attention to that kind of thing.
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=:: A Cardassian orphaned child, waits to see the Gul's =initial reaction ::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=CSO : Does Mister Lu play Euchre, Mister Storal?
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=::makes eye contact with the nervous Cardassian eyeing =everyone in the room::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::clenches jaw and looks around stiffly for a moment;:
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=::notices Glinn_Dorchel's attitude of distrust:: Malacha: The =mother is deceased.  As far as we know, her father also perished on the =station.
==20
CSO_Storal:
=::whispers:: CEO: She's in with the spoon heads.
==20
TO_Lowell:
=FCO: Sir I have and idea if you would come here please?
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=::Fingers twitching on his weapon::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=Captain: but you do not know for sure?
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: looks at the crewman in front of her :: Cretino: Wait.. =don't tell me... I know who you are..... :: pauses and think a while.. =:: I know this...
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=Captain: Have you ascertained the father’s name ?
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: looks towards the CSO :: CSO: Spoon Heads?
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=CEO : She is occupied in some sensitive discussions for the =moment, Chief. Is there anything I can help with?
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=::nods:: Sonja:  Okay, I understand. ::hears something in =Sonja's words she doesn't like::
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=: wonders when the CEO wants to start those diagnostics ::
==20
CSO_Storal:
=FCO: I’m not sure sir
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=Malacha: Counselor Naegle was speaking with the child.  I =would be happy to contact her and get the information for you.
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=:: hopes the CNS is having some success, we need the answers =::
==20
CSO_Storal:
=CEO: Cardassians Sir.
==20
CEO_Toros:
==20:: looks to the ground uncomfortably :: FCO: Perhaps in due time, for =now I have my newest EO awaiting me for diagnostics... I'll be in the =Engineering Bay :: points :: FCO: there.  Excuse me.
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=::plays with the items on the CMO's desk::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::nods:: Captain: That would be most helpful in ascertaining =the child’s status captain
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::in the back of his mind, he tries to deescalate the tense =situation between vessels::
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: snaps her fingers :: Cretino: You're ... you're the girl =who's ... hmm ... been dating Dr. Karl ... right?  Cretino!  Oh my!  :: =laughs ::
==20
SEC_Abbott:
=::doesn't move a muscle but sees him feeling fro his =weapon...watched the CO and the Gul::
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::moves his gaze from one person to the next::
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=Gul: We can take care of our own.
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: nods to the CSO as he staggers towards the engineering bay =of the bridge waving his hand as he gets there relieving the EO on duty =::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=*CNS*: Captain to Counselor Naegle, were you able to find out =about the child's father?  His name?
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=CEO_Toros_:_ As you wish, Mister Asadourian. Let me know if =there is anything I can do.
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: chuckles :: Cretino: You know, I've always thought that =was a boys name... anyways.... :: shakes her head :: Sorry about =that....
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=Notices what Sonja is doing:: Sonja:  Please, I know you're =nervous, but I don't think Dr. Quest wants you playing with her things.
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::Looks at Glinn_Dorchel and grimaces through clenched teeth =at him...quietly:: but if she is an orphan!! ::whispers::
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=::frowns and puts her hands in her lap::
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=*CO*:  Captain, the girl and her mother were alone.  No =father. ::looks to  Sonja for confirmation::
==20
CSO_Storal:
=*SO*: Anything from the probe, Ensign?
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=Gul: She is Cardassian, she must be returned
==20
CEO_Toros:
=FCO: Thank you, sir. *EO*: Mr. Edgemoor, Let's have a level 3 =Diagnostic done of the Inertial Dampeners in Main Engineering, last time =a shock wave hit us our whole Engineering staff went on their gut.
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=TO : Indeed, Mister Lowell. ::joins the Ensign at TAC:: What =is it?
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=:::hears the Com and listens intently:: Captain: the fathers =name?!?
==20
Glinn_Brakash:
=Gul: ::whispers:: I say let the Federation have her
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=<Cretino>CMO: Well.. that's all right... :: laughs too :: My =parents thought they were going to have a boy.. but it turned out to be a girl.... so, they gave me the name they would have given =anyways....
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=::hears Glinn_Dorchel:: *CNS*: Understood.  ::turns her =attention to Gul Malacha::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::nods quietly to Glinn_Brakash and back to Glinn_Dorchel::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=FCO: Well, sir...::brings up display of an Escape Pod::
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=<Cretino>CMO: So.. what brings you to this neighborhood, doc?
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=:: overhears the Glinn's comment to the Gul. Returned to what =though ::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=Malacha:  The child did not know her father, she and her =mother were alone.
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=<Cretino>:: worried :: CMO: How's Andrew?
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=::listens to the TO's idea carefully::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::wishes they were on their own ship so she could knock him =upside the head::
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=::nods quietly at the Counselor:: CNS: I never knew my father =...
==20
SO_Yeung:
=*CSO*: Nothing much, sir. It appears that the power source of =the station overloaded and exploded, and than it was tapped into the =planetoid's core.
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=Sonja:  I'm sorry I got upset about the items on the Doctor's =desk.    But she is very protective of her property.  Can you =understand?
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=captain: then we must ascertain whether or not there IS a =father  possibly on Cardassian=20
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=::shrugs:: CNS: It doesn't matter ...
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=Cretino: He's fine... :: smiles reassuringly :: And I'm actually in the middle of house calls... but you know =what?  I really shouldn't eat anything now ... well ... nothing too big =... as I have a dinner engagement..
==20
CSO_Storal:
=*SO*: Geothermal power huh...interesting
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=Sonja:  That's too bad, why didn't you know your father?
==20
TO_Lowell:
==20FCO: If we loaded Photon Torpedoes into The EP's. and if at some point =in the battle we shut down all systems and started launching EP's with =Tricorders in them to mimic Lifesigns we could use them against the Cardassian and the would never know what hit them.
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::nods, knowing it may be possible::
==20
Sonja_Davore:
=::shrugs:: CNS: I never met him ... I don't know, why.
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=Gul: We should speak to her ourselves, they are lying
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=Gul_Malacha:  We will be willing to assist in any way =possible =20
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=:;sighs deeply and tries to maintain calm::
==20
SO_Yeung:
=*CSO*: Geothermal power should be pretty reliable. It must =have been a terrible accident to cause that kind of explosion.
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: overhears the TO :: TO: We need those life pods for =emergencies! And you under estimate the USS Apache's war capabilities!
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=Captain: I am sure you would be.=20
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=TO : Interesting theory, Mister Lowell. Now belay that =thinking. There will be no battle if we can help it.
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=TO:  Except if it doesn't work we can't escape our ship and =we could die...
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=:: with so many Cardassians killed in the war and records =destroyed this could be difficult::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=CEO : Belay that, Mister Asadourian.
==20
CNS_Naegle:
=::nods:: Sonja:  Okay, that's fine.  Let me ask you this.  =Your mother said, right before she died, not to let them take you back.  =Do you know what she might have meant by that?
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=Glinn_Dorchel: you will gather the sensor data and =information on the incident when the commander is ready..
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=<Cretino>CMO: How about some spinach dip then...?
==20
CSO_Storal:
=*SO*: they probably connected the relays wrong. I wish I =could have gotten more information.
==20
TO_Lowell:
=FCO: Aye, sir just trying to give  us options when we may not =have many.
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=CMO: You've read my mind... :: smiles :: Go for it...
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: nods and turns back to his station grumbling at the =energetic TO ::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=::does not want to turn the child over to these men and go =against the mothers wishes:: Glinn_Dorchel: What reasons would we have =to 'lie' to you?
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=Gul: I will obey
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::nods to Glinn_Dorchel::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=TO : Understood, Ensign. Thank you for the idea. Let's rather =hope we don't need it.
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=<Cretino>CMO: Good...be right back.
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=Captain: The federation is but a lie
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::watches them warily and listens::
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: taps her fingers as she waits for Cretino to come back ::
==20
SO_Yeung:
=*CSO*: Me too, sir. It's quite a mystery.
==20
CSO_Storal:
=TO: Cardassian ships don’t handle to well in single =combat. They like group attacks.
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=:: sees Cretino :: Cretino: Oh ... that looks good!  :: =starts eating :: Mmm...
==20
TO_Lowell:
=FCO: We too, sir ::smiles:: ii would hate to rebuild all of =those EP's =3D)
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=<Cretino> :: laughs ::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=CSO : Indeed. However, how do we know there are no more =waiting in the wings?
==20
Gul_Malacha:
==20::raises his hand to stop the officer:: Glinn_Dorchel: Now is not the =time. The federation is our ally now ... there is no need to begin a =war... we have a Cardassian child that needs our energies=20
==20
CIV_MacKenzie:
=:: flinches at Glinn_Dorchel's bitter comment ::
==20
MO_Powers:
=*CMO*: how are you getting on with your rounds?
==20
XO_Valrek:
=Glinn_Dorchel: If you would accompany me, I will give you the =information requested personally.
==20
EO_Edgemoor:
=:: still catching his breath as he is panting and must be out =of shape :: CEO: Yes sir, will get on it right away. :: goes to a =console ::
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=TO/CSO:  But I would like to remind both of you the =Cardassians haven't done anything...we are the only one's who did =anything wrong...
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=OPS : Belay that thinking Mister.
==20
CEO_Toros:
=*EO*: Understood Lt.
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::waves to Glinn_Dorchel:: go with him and get the info
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=Cretino: Oh.. by the way, do you know anyone by the name of =Crewman Skucta?  I can't find his quarters....
==20
CSO_Storal:
=TO: Nothing on sensors, and we could be outta here faster =than they could react.
==20
CSO_Storal:
=OPS: Are you saying that a relief mission was wrong.
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=*MO*: It's going.. fine... :: winks at Cretino ::
==20
Glinn_Dorchel:
=::Nods to the Gul:: XO: I am ready to view logs
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::Nods to Glinn_Dorchel ::
==20
TO_Lowell:
=CSO: I am not saying use it at the start of a battle. but it =might be an interesting idea to try
==20
SO_Yeung:
=::rubs his chin and goes back analyzing data::
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=::turns attention back to the Captain::
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=::doesn't react to his statement... nods to Valrek::
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=FCO:  Yes sir, I just meant that we shouldn't just jump to conclusions that the Cardassians are our enemy... CSO: No, =definitely not ... I am saying that we are misjudging the Cardassians
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=Cretino: I haven't eaten since.. :: thinks a bit :: Oh my!  =Since this morning, just before I got back ... gees ... I'm getting as =bad as the rest of them.
==20
MO_Powers:
=*CMO*: have you seen Roxanne yet?
==20
XO_Valrek:
=::nods:: Glinn_Dorchel: Then we will go now, with the =Captain's permission ::looks to the CO::
==20
FCO_Turnbull:
=CSO/OPS: Gentlemen, there is a time and a place for this. =While we are at stations is neither.
==20
CSO_Storal:
=TO: agreed
==20
CMO_Quest-Mac:
=*MO*: No Mr. Powers.... She's next on my list though...
==20
CTO_Lu:
=::looks around wondering why there’s Cardassians on =the ship::
==20
OPS_Drathlai:
=FCO:  Yes sir.
==20
CSO_Storal:
=FCO: sorry sir
==20
TO_Lowell:
=FCO: aye sir
==20
Gul_Malacha:
=Captain: You must excuse him, he has not quite adjusted to =the change in "relations".
==20
CEO_Toros:
=:: works on the consoles running remote diagnostics on the =computer systems :: *CMO*: Oh Doctor?
==20
CO_Tyler-Turnbull:
=::nods to Alex:: XO: Thank you commander.
==20
Jafo:
=<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week #4 >>>>>>>>>>>
==20

